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but the statements are not usually quite so clearly Dut. And that is art of the

Communist plot, the Communist purpose. We are here to occuoy till he comes, but it is

good for us to know that there are those who hate him and say we will not have this man

to reign over us and to understand the situation. It's very important that we do this.

And so I thought we ought to look at little bit at what thi is. What is Communism?

Where does it start from? Well, it starts of course originally with someone feeling that

things are not right with the world. That is a true feelig. When anybody thinks thet

the world is perfect te is completely wrong. The world is very, very imrfect. But

where has the evil come from? Where does the misery come from in th4s world? You and

I know that it comes from sin and that sin in our hearts as well as in the other

hearts. But it is a human trait, particularly a trait of the man who does not )i'w Christ,

once someone else does something that injures you to feel that the cause of all the

difficulty is the wickedness ad meanness of that nerson, not in your

own heart, and see what there is there. And in the last century we had a situation

in which there were many people who had a great ower in this world which they had in

herited, had not earned, and who were often very brutal in dealing with others, and then

we ha& oeonle who were beginning to car,ture the movement, that is the movement of arxian

industrialism, they were establishing factoties and people were coming in from the

country to take charge of these factories and these men who were doing their utmost

to get this sort of thing under way didn't particularly give thought to the way the

oeoole were living who came in and worked for them. Those people who lived in the

country and getting very little, having to work fifteen, sixteen hours a day to get a

bare living from the soil, found almost anything an imrovement, so they started work

ing in the factoties. And the men who were busy with building un the factory andaking

money off it did not hae the time or the energy or nerhas didn't think of the fact

that in the end they'd be far better off if they took some attention now to making a

decent manner of living for those who were going to help them in their work right along.

And so soon you got these -neonle from the country gathered into great concentration in

the city, working long hours, not near as long as the,, had worked in the country, but
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